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Chapter One

An Overview

This opening chapter sets out some basic concepts and philosophy for the rest of the book. In particular, we address four questions: What are the basic categories in microeconomic theory? What are the purposes of microeconomic theory? How does one’s purpose influence the levels of scope, detail, and emphasis in one’s model? How will the development of the theory proceed in this book?

1.1. The basic categories: Actors, behavior, institutions, and equilibrium

Microeconomic theory concerns the behavior of individual economic actors and the aggregation of their actions in different institutional frameworks. This one-sentence description introduces four categories: The individual actor, traditionally either a consumer or a firm; the behavior of the actor, traditionally utility maximization by consumers and profit maximization by firms; an institutional framework, which describes what options the individual actors have and what outcomes they receive as a function of the actions of others, traditionally the price mechanism in an impersonal marketplace; and the mode of analysis for modeling how the various actors’ behaviors will aggregate within a given framework, traditionally equilibrium analysis.

The actors

In the standard treatment of microeconomics, the two types of actors are the individual consumer and the firm. We will follow the standard approach by regarding the consumer as an actor. For the firm, we will follow the standard approach for a while by treating the firm as an actor. But firms can also be thought of as institutions within which the behavior of various sorts of constituent consumers (workers, managers, suppliers, customers) are aggregated. From this alternative perspective, what a firm does results from the varying desires and behavior of its constituent consumers, the institutional framework the firm provides, and the equilibrium
that is attained among the constituent consumers within that institutional framework. Much recent work in microeconomics has been directed towards treating the firm in this fashion, and we will take up this approach in the final part of the book.

**Behavior**

In the standard approach, behavior always takes the form of constrained maximization. The actor chooses from some specified set of options, selecting the option that maximizes some objective function. In orthodox theory, consumers have *preferences* that are represented by a *utility function*, and they choose in a way that maximizes their utility subject to a *budget constraint*. Firms, on the other hand, are modeled as maximizing *profits* subject to the constraints imposed by their *technological production possibilities set*.

These models of consumer and firm behavior typically strike people as fairly obnoxious. We don’t find consumers strolling down the aisles of supermarkets consulting a utility function to maximize when making their choices, nor do we typically think of business executives being guided completely and solely (or even mainly) by the effect of their decisions on business profits. Nonetheless, we will use the standard model of consumer behavior throughout, and we will use the standard model of the firm for most of the book. It behooves us, then, to say why we think such models are useful.

Three rationales are often given. First, our models don’t presume that consumers actively maximize some tangible utility function; the presumption is that consumers act as if this is what they do. Hence an important part of the theory of individual behavior concerns *testable restrictions* of the models we use: What behavior, if observed, would clearly falsify our models? If the models are not falsified by our observations, then our models are good positive models — perhaps not descriptive as to *why* things happen, but good in describing *what* happens.

Unhappily, rather a lot of data has been collected, especially experimentally, which falsifies the models we will employ. At this we fall back to our second line of defense by saying that such violations may be minor and not amount to much. That is, the standard models may be good approximations of individual behavior, and the conclusions of models built from such approximations may thus be approximately valid. This requires a leap of faith, but it is still a leap that has some intuitive appeal. In fact, we can take this a step further: In many (but not all) of our models, the behavior of the individual is unimportant; instead the aggregate behavior of many individuals matters. If we believe that violations of our models
tend to exhibit no particular biases and cancel out at the level of aggregate behavior, then the models may work well. If all we care about are the implications of our models for aggregate behavior, then we will be content to look for testable implications (and falsifications) of our models at the level of aggregate behavior.

The third line of defense is the most subtle. Even if we know that there are systematic violations of our models by individuals, violations that do not cancel out, we can still gain insight into questions of interest by studying models where we assume away those violations. This line of defense is delicate because it requires the theorist to have a deep understanding of which assumptions drive the conclusions that are generated by the theory; we will return to this in the next two sections.

**The institutional framework**

The actions taken by any individual depend on the opportunities that are presented to the individual. Those opportunities, in turn, often depend upon the collective actions of others. And the consequences for an individual of that individual’s actions usually depend on what others have chosen to do. The term *institutional framework* is used throughout to refer to those parts of a model that describe (a) the general nature of options that an individual has, and (b) the options available to and outcomes ensuing for each individual, as a function of other individuals’ actions.

In the traditional models of microeconomics, *prices in an impersonal marketplace* constitute the institutional framework; consumers can choose any bundle they can afford, where what is affordable is determined by prices. The market is impersonal in the sense that all consumers face the same array of prices. And the precise choices available to one consumer depend on the consumption choices of all consumers (and the production choices of firms) through these prices.

As we will discuss at length, the workings of the price mechanism are quite fuzzy and ambiguous. Where do prices come from? How are they set, and how do they reflect the actions of individual consumers? Note also the potential of circularity in this; prices constrain the choices of individual consumers, and those choices simultaneously determine prices.

Spurred by these questions, we will look at more concrete and detailed institutional frameworks that are more precise about the connection between the choices of some individuals and the options available to and outcomes resulting for other individuals. An example of a more concrete mechanism, which in some sense leads to the establishment of a “price,” is the institution of a sealed bid, first price auction: Anyone who wishes to may submit a bid for an object, with the high bidder winning the
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object and paying his or her bid. A different institutional framework for the same purpose is a progressive oral auction — an auction where bids are made openly, and each new bid must beat the previous high bid by some minimal amount.

Predicting the outcome: Equilibrium analysis

Having modeled the behavior of individuals, the nature of the choices they have, and the ways in which their actions affect each other, we are left with the task of saying just what the product of these things will be, that is, predicting what actions will be selected and what results will ensue. We will use various forms of equilibrium analysis to address this task. Generally speaking, an equilibrium is a situation in which each individual agent is doing as well as it can for itself, given the array of actions taken by others and given the institutional framework that defines the options of individuals and links their actions.

Although it is not quite how we will conduct business, you might think of this as a feedback system; individuals make individual choices, and the institutional framework aggregates those actions into an aggregate outcome which then determines constraints that individuals face and outcomes they receive. If individuals take a “trial shot” at an action, after the aggregation is accomplished and the feedback is fed back, they may learn that their actions are incompatible or didn’t have quite the consequences they foresaw. This leads individuals to change their individual actions, which changes the feedback, and so on. An equilibrium is a collection of individual choices whereby the feedback process would lead to no subsequent change in behavior.

You might suppose that instead of studying only the equilibria of such a system, we will dive in and look at the dynamics of the feedback, change in behavior, change in feedback, ..., cycle, that is, the disequilibrium dynamics for the institutions we pose. We will do something like this in a few cases. But when we do, we will turn it into a study of equilibrium dynamics, where the institutional framework is expanded to include the feedback loops that are entailed and where individuals’ behaviors are dynamically in equilibrium — each individual doing as well as possible given the institutional framework and the dynamic behaviors of others.

Our use of equilibrium analysis raises the question: Why are equilibria germane? Put another way, why do we think that what happens corresponds to an equilibrium? We make no such blanket assumption. As we will make especially clear in chapter 12, we rely on intuition and experience to say when this sort of analysis is germane, and while we will sketch a variety of reasons that equilibria might be achieved and
1.2. The purpose of microeconomic theory

Having set out the basic categories of microeconomic theory (at least as practiced in this book), we come to the question: What do we intend to get out of the theory? The simple answer is a better understanding of economic activity and outcomes.

Why do we seek a better understanding? One reason that needs no explanation is simple intellectual curiosity. But beyond that, a better understanding of economic activity can be useful in at least two ways. First, as a participant in the economic system, better understanding can lead to better outcomes for oneself. That is why budding business executives (are told to) study microeconomics; a better understanding of the ways in which markets work will allow them to make markets work better for themselves. And second, part of the study of microeconomics concerns the efficiency and specific inefficiencies in various institutional frameworks with a view towards policy. One tries to see whether a particular institution can, by tinkering or by drastic change, be made to yield a socially better outcome; the vague presumption is that changes that improve the social weal might be made via social and political processes. In this book, we will touch on the efficiency of various institutions, although this will be relatively deemphasized.

What constitutes better understanding? Put differently, how does one know when one has learned something from an exercise in microeconomic theory? The standard acid test is that the theory should be (a) testable and (b) tested empirically, either in the real world or in the lab. But many of the models and theories given in this book have not been subjected to a rigorous empirical test, and some of them may never be. Yet, I maintain, models untested rigorously may still lead to better understanding, through a process that combines casual empiricism and intuition.

By casual empiricism joined with intuition I mean that the reader should look at any given model or idea and ask: Based on personal experience and intuition about how things are, does this make sense? Does it help put into perspective things that have been observed? Does it help organize thoughts about a number of “facts?” When and if so, the exercise of theory construction has been useful.

\[1\] See chapters 3, 6, and 15 if the concept of a laboratory test of an economic theory is new to you.
Imagine that you are trying to explain a particular phenomenon with one of two competing theories. Neither fits the data perfectly, but the first does a somewhat better job according to standard statistical measures. At the same time, the first theory is built on some hypotheses about behavior by individuals that are entirely ad hoc, whereas the second is based on a model of behavior that appeals to your intuition about how people act in this sort of situation. I assert that trying to decide which model does a better job of "explaining" is not simply a matter of looking at which fits better statistically. The second model should gain credence because of its greater face validity, which brings to bear, in an informal sense, other data.\footnote{Readers who know about Bayesian inference should think of this as a case in which the likelihood of the first model is greater, but the second has higher prior probability. Which has a greater posterior probability is then unclear and depends on the relative strengths of the priors and likelihoods.}

Needless to say, one's intuition is a personal thing. Judging models on the basis of their level of intuitive credibility is a risky business. One can be misled by models, especially when one is the creator of the model, and one is more prone to be misled the more complex the model is. Empirical verification should be more than an ideal to which one pays lip service; one should try honestly to construct (and even test) testable models. But intuition honestly applied is not worthless and should not be completely abandoned. Moreover, exercises can be performed to see what drives the conclusions of a model; examine how robust the results are to changes in specification and precise assumptions.

There is something of a "market test" here: one's ability to convince others of one's personal intuitive insights arising from specific models. Microeconomic theorists have a tendency to overresearch "fashionable" topics; insofar as they can be convinced by something because it is fashionable and not because it rings true, they are less than ideal for this market test. But less theoretically and more empirically inclined colleagues (and, sometimes even better, practitioners) are typically good and skeptical judges of the value of a particular model. Attempts to convince them, while sometimes frustrating, are usually helpful both to understand and improve upon a model.

The usefulness of falsified models

To push this even further, I would argue that sometimes a model whose predictions are clearly falsified is still useful. This can happen in at least three ways. First, insofar as one understands how the assumptions led to the falsified conclusions, one understands which assumptions don't
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lead to the “truth.” Knowing what doesn’t work is often a good place to begin to figure out what does.

Second, theory building is a cumulative process. Under the presumption that most economic contexts share some fundamental characteristics, there is value in having models that conform to “generally accepted principles” that have served well in other contexts. Compared with a model that is radically different from standard models, a model that conforms to standard assumptions and principles will be better understood, both by the theory creator and by the audience. Moreover, unification of theory is valuable for its own sake to gain a better understanding of the shared characteristics. Of course, not all contexts are the same, and sometimes what economists think of as “generally acceptable and universally applicable principles” are pushed too far. Economists are well-known among social scientists as imperialists in the sense that economists attempt to reduce everything to economic notions and paradigms. But a real case still can be made for tradition and conservatism in the development of economic (and other) theory.

Granting this, when looking at an economic phenomenon that is poorly understood, economic theorists will attempt to build models that fit into the general rules of the discipline. Such attempts are rarely successful on the first trial. But insofar as first trials do lead to second and third trials, each of which gets one closer, the first trial is of value, and learning about another’s first trial may help you construct the second and third.3

Economists tell a parable about theory and theorists that relates to this. An economic theorist lost his wallet in a field by a road and proceeded to search futilely for the wallet in the road under the illumination of a street light on the grounds that “that is where the light is.” So, the folk tale goes, it is with using theoretically “correct” but otherwise inappropriate theory. But an amendment to this tale is suggested by José Scheinkman: Without defending the actions of this particular theorist, perhaps one could try to construct a string of lights that begins in the road and that will eventually reach the field, on the grounds that the road is where electricity presently is found.

Third, and perhaps most subtly, models that fail to predict because they lack certain realistic features can still help clarify the analyst’s thinking about the features they do encompass, as long as the analyst is able to combine intuitively and informally what has been omitted from the model.

---

3 That said, I cannot help but note that the journals contain many more papers that begin “This paper takes a first step in...” than papers that take second or third steps. Not every attempt at widening the scope of economic theory is successful!
with what has been learned from it. Of course, everything else held equal, it is “better” to have a model that captures formally more of the salient aspects of the situation than to have one that omits important features. But all else is rarely equal, and one shouldn’t preclude building intuition with models that make somewhat falsified assumptions or give somewhat falsified conclusions, as long as one can understand and integrate informally what is missing formally.

1.3. Scope, detail, emphasis, and complexity

This leads to a third point about the theories and models that will be encountered in this book: their levels of scope, detail, emphasis, and complexity.

On scope, chapter 8 presents an excellent illustration. Chapter 8 concerns the theory of perfect competition. It begins with the analysis of a market for a single good — the theory of perfect competition that will be familiar to you from intermediate microeconomics. You may recall from intermediate micro that the industry supply curve is the horizontal sum of the individual supply curves of firms, and the supply curves of firms are their marginal cost curves. (If you don’t recall this or never heard of it before, just read on for the flow of what I’m about to say.) This would lead to inaccurate predictions of, say, how price will move with shifts in demand, if one factor of production of the good in question comes from a market that itself has an upward sloping supply curve. To illustrate this, we move in chapter 8 from the traditional model of a single market to consideration of two linked markets, both of which are perfectly competitive. But why stop with two markets? Why not consider all markets together? At the end of chapter 8, under the assumption that all markets are perfectly competitive, we will see what can be said about such a (so-called) general equilibrium.

So what is the appropriate scope for a given model? There is a natural inclination to say that larger scope is better. But there are drawbacks to larger scope. The larger the scope, the more intractable the model, and the harder it is to draw out sharp and/or intuitively comprehensible results. One might feel relatively comfortable making strong assumptions in a model with a narrow scope about how the “outside” affects what is inside the model, assumptions that are (or seem) likely to be true and hence good modeling assumptions but that cannot easily be deduced generally in a model with an expanded scope.

For level of detail, consider how one should treat the family unit in a model of consumer demand. The standard model of consumer demand
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envisions a single individual who maximizes his or her utility subject to a budget constraint. Almost anyone who has lived in a family will recognize that family expenditure decisions are a bit more involved than this. Individual members of the family, presumably, have their own tastes. But they recognize a strong interdependence in their personal consumption decisions. (Family members may like, or dislike, taking their vacations in the same location, for example.) And they often pool resources, so that their individual budget constraints get mixed together. Should we treat the family unit as a single consumer or attempt to build a more detailed model about interactions among family members? The answer will depend on what phenomena we are trying to explain. In most models, families are treated “coarsely,” as consuming units, each family conforming to the standard model of the consumer. But for models of the labor supply decisions of families, for example, the detailed modeling of family interaction is sometimes crucial to what is being explained and so is included within the formal model. In general, one pays a cost in tractability and comprehension for increased detail. But in some contexts, greater detail is essential to get at the point in question.

Emphasis is meant to connote something like scope and like detail that isn’t quite either. When looking at a particular phenomenon, the analyst may wish to emphasize certain aspects. To do this, the model may become unbalanced — heavy on one aspect of detail, or wide in one aspect of scope, but simple and narrow in all others. Especially when building a model to develop intuition concerning one facet of a larger problem, and where one will rely on less formal methods to integrate in other facets, models that (over)emphasize the facet of immediate interest are warranted.

This discussion is meant to alert the reader to a crucial aspect of microeconomic models and a crucial skill for microeconomists: Building a model is a matter of selecting the appropriate scope, level of detail, and matters to emphasize. There is no set formula to do this, because the appropriate levels of each depend on what the model seeks to accomplish. When “proving” the efficiency of the market system (see chapters 6 and 8), a wide scope is appropriate because overall efficiency is an economy-wide phenomenon. To demonstrate the possibility of a particular form of inefficiency in a particular form of market, narrower scope and greater emphasis on a few crucial details are called for. In this book you will see a wide variety of models that vary in their levels of scope, detail, and emphasis, and it is hoped that you will both get a taste for the variety of “types” of models that are used by microeconomic theorists and get a sense of the strengths and weaknesses of those types.
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Let me add two further considerations, using the general notion of the level of complexity of one’s models. Complexity combines scope and detail, but has other aspects as well, such as the level of mathematics required. Insofar as the model is meant to generate insights and to build intuition, too great a level of complexity in any form is usually bad. Insights and intuition are built from understanding — recognizing (in the model) which assumptions are crucial and what leads to what. The more complex a model is, the harder it is to achieve that sort of understanding. At the same time, simple models too often lead to flawed insights, because the conclusions depend too heavily on the simple setting that is assumed. Lessons that seem obvious from models of single markets in isolation are too easily overturned when one examines the interaction between markets. Balancing these considerations is not easy.

By the same token, building models to explain one’s own insights to others requires a balance between complexity and simplicity. Recall that the proposed “market test” was whether you could convince an economist or practitioner who is perhaps not up-to-date with the latest fashion in economic theory but who instead has a well-developed intuitive understanding of how things are. Very complex models that require either a lot of knowledge about the latest techniques or incredible patience to work through mathematical detail will not pass this test. But, at the same time, a lot of the more complex techniques in microeconomic theory are there to check the consistency of models; however appealing the conclusions are, a model that is predicated on assumptions that are logically inconsistent or inconsistent with most standard theory is unsatisfactory. The best theories and models are those that pass (possibly complex) tests of consistency or validity and, at the same time, provide insights that are clear and intuitive and don’t depend on some mathematical sleight-of-hand. Not all the theories and models that are presented here will pass this dual test. All will pass the consistency test (I hope), so you can anticipate that those that fail will fail on grounds of being too complex to be intuitive. And those that do fail on grounds of complexity are, by virtue of that failure, somewhat of second (or lower) quality.

1.4. A précis of the plot

This book may be thought of as a collection of somewhat interconnected models that are interesting in their own right. But, at the same

---

4 Put an X in the margin by this sentence. When we get to analysis of the centipede game in chapter 14, I will remind you that I gave fair warning.
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time, the book has been written to convey the strengths and weaknesses of the tools that microeconomic theory has at its disposal. You should have little problem seeing the individual pieces from the table of contents, but it may be helpful to discuss the more global development that I intend.

First, insofar as one can split the subject of microeconomic theory into (1) actors and their behavior and (2) institutions and equilibrium, this is a book that stresses institutions and equilibrium. I don’t mean to disparage the theories of individual behavior that are a cornerstone of microeconomic theory. I’ve even written a different book on one aspect of that subject. But I believe that detailed study of this topic can wait until one studies institutions and equilibrium, and the latter subject is of greater immediate interest and appeal. Still, it is necessary to understand the basics of the standard models of consumer (and firm) behavior before you can understand models of equilibrium, and part I and chapter 7 in part II provide the necessary background. Some readers of this book will have already taken a course that stressed the standard theories of the consumer and the firm. Such readers will probably find a light skim of chapters 2 and 7 adequate, but chapters 3, 4, and 5 present important background for the rest of the book that is treated here in greater depth than is typical in the traditional first course in microeconomics.

Part II takes up the classic “mechanism” by which individuals’ diverse desires are meant to be brought into equilibrium: the price mechanism. We progress from situations of perfect competition in which, except for ambiguity about how prices are set, the price mechanism works both clearly and well, to monopoly and oligopoly, where it is less clear that prices alone are doing the equilibrating. By the time we reach the end of oligopoly, we see rather large holes in our understanding of how prices work, and we tentatively attribute those holes to a lack of specification of what precisely is “the price mechanism.”

In part III we look at techniques that are meant to help us fill in those holes, techniques from noncooperative game theory. Game theoretic analyses have been extremely fashionable in microeconomic theory since the mid-1970s because such analyses are quite precise concerning institutional framework and because they help us see how institutions matter. Indeed, we will see cases in which, according to the theory, the institutional framework seems to matter too much. But we develop at the same time two weaknesses in such analyses. One, in many important cases, the theory is not determinative — many “equilibria” are possible, and which equilibrium if any arises depends on conjectures that are not provided for by the theory. Two, insofar as institutions matter, one has to wonder where existing institutions come from. Game theoretic analyses take the institutions
as exogenously given. Until we understand where institutions come from and how they evolve, an important part of the puzzle is left unsolved.

Part IV exhibits some of the most important achievements of microeconomic theory in the 1970s and 1980s, developments in the so-called economics of information. You are meant to come away from part IV impressed by the insights that can be gleaned by the close analysis of market institutions, both with and without the techniques of noncooperative game theory. To be sure, the problems with our techniques that are discussed throughout part III are not resolved here, and many important questions are left unanswered. But insofar as microeconomic theory has made progress on substantial questions over the past twenty years, this is an area of progress.

In part V we take up the theory of the firm. In standard microeconomic theory firms are actors very much like consumers. We will criticize this classical view and consider instead a view of the firm as something in the category of a market — an institution within which diverse desires of consumers of various sorts are equilibrated. We are able to shed some light on what role firms and other nonmarket institutions play, but we will see that matters crucially important to this subject do not seem amenable to study with the tools at our disposal. In a sense we will come back full circle to individual behavior. The argument will be that we cannot do an adequate job studying firms and other institutions, and especially the origins and evolution of these institutions, unless and until we reformulate and refine the models we have of individual behavior.

All this is, presumably, a bit hard to fathom without a lot of fleshing out. But that’s the point of the next eight hundred-odd pages.
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Finite horizon models: alternating offer bargaining, 566n.2; bibliographic notes on, 544; dynamic programming, 138–39, 791–96; in repeated games, 513–15
Finite strategy games, mixed strategies and Nash equilibrium, 409–410
Firms: as actors, in economic theory, 3–4; as behavioral entities, 731–39; bibliographic notes on, 259, 292–93; economy and general equilibrium of, 284; existence and local uniqueness of, 291–92; externalities, taxes and efficiency, 288–91; general equilibrium theory and, 187, 283–92, 746–47; long-lived and short-lived, and reputational equilibria, 534–36; managerial models of, 723; in market category, 739; as maximizing entity, 729–30; in neoclassical economic theory, 233–55; as profit-maximizing entity, 724–29; reputation and, 764–67; supply function of, 267; theories of, 14, 723–40; transaction cost economics and, 743–69; Walrasian equilibrium, 285–86; welfare theorems, 286–88; worker-managed, 730
“First best” contract, moral hazards and incentives, 585
First-order conditions (FOCs), 780–82; constraints on, 786–88; for consumer problems (CP), 51–53; moral hazards and incentives, 605–608; unconstrained optimization and, 783–84
“First-order” equations, and continuous actions, 608
Fixed and finite horizon, reputation and, 533
Fixed costs: as long- and short-run costs, 256–57; reputational equilibria and, 535–36
Fixed incentives, continuous actions and, 607–608
Fixed point techniques: economies with firms, 291–92; Walrasian equilibrium and, 211–13
Flexibility, about future consumer preferences, 142–43
Focal equilibria, bilateral bargaining and, 554–56
Focal point: defined, 415; repeated games and, 512–13; reputation and, 533
Focal principle, defined, 415
Folk theorem: bibliographic notes on, 543; bimatrix games, 509–510;
cooperation with repeating games and, 505–515; implicit collusion in oligopoly and, 525; lack of focal point and, 512–13; limits of game theory and, 530; minimax value and, 508–509; noisy observables in repeated games, 516–17; profit maximization and, 727; relational contracting and, 771; reputational equilibrium, 534

"Forgetful" player, extensive form games and, 373–75

Forgiveness: inefficiencies in unified governance, 756n.12; noisy observables in repeated games, 516; in repeated games, 523

Formalism, perfect recall and, 374–75

Forward contracting, optimal dynamic strategy for choice, 134

Framing: Allais paradox, 116n.7; choice theory and, 117–18; consumer choice, 64; Houthakker’s axiom of revealed preference, 28

Franchise fees, monopoly selling to monopolies example of nonlinear pricing, 311–14

Free disposal: production functions, 238; production possibility set, 235

Free-rider problem, firms and reputation, 767

Frequency, and quality of transactions, 747–49

Full information equilibrium, wages-education utility functions, 631–32

Full insurance, consumer constraints and, 672–73

Gambles, and utility theory, 72–73

Game of complete and perfect information, 399–402

Game of incomplete information: closure of model, 467; concepts and structure of, 436–68; Cournot subgame given entrant’s beliefs, 474–76; entry decision given entrant’s beliefs, 476; entry deterrence application, 468–80; irrationality modeling, 480–89; models for, 464–67; Nash equilibrium refinements, 489–97; nonequilibrium, 476–77; pooling equilibrium, 477–78; prior distribution on initial states, 467; screening equilibrium, 478–80

Game theory: anticipatory equilibrium and, 649–50; bibliographic notes on, 384; cooperative and noncooperative, 355–56; direct revelation mechanism, 687–91; limits of, 529–31; market signaling and, 651–52; mechanism design and revelation principle, 691–97; moral hazards and incentives, 603–604; reactive equilibrium and, 649–50; role of, in microeconomic theory, 13; signaling and, 645–50; Spence’s job market signaling model, 645–49; weakness of, 771–72; worker self-selection model and menu of contracts, 649. See also Extensive form games; Noncooperative games

Game tree: alternating offer bargaining, 566n.2; decision trees and, 361–62; game of complete and perfect information, 400–402; mechanism design and revelation principle, 691n.e; Rosenthal’s centipede game, 401–402; structure of, in extensive form games, 363–66

Game with imperfect information, 468

General equilibrium: Arrow-Debreu contingent claims markets, 217–20; bib-
liographic notes, 223–24, 292–93; competitive firm and perfect competition, 263–64; defined, 187; economy, with firms, 283–92; firm externalities, taxes and efficiency, 288–91; firm’s existence and local uniqueness, 291–92; human factors in transaction cost economics, 746; profit maximization and firm theory, 728–29; securities and spot markets, 220–23; temporary, 216–23; welfare theorems, 286–88. See also Walrasian equilibrium

Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference (GARP): aggregate demand and, 63; Marshallian demand and, 42–45

General mechanism, defined, 691–92

Gibbard-Satterthwait theorem, 712–13

Giffen good: and comparative statics, 61; defined, 49

Golden parachutes, profit maximization and, 725–26

Governance: human factors in, 744–47; inefficiencies in, 755–56; labor exchange relationship and, 762–63; matching transactions to, 751–53; transaction cost economics and, 749–51; unified structure, 751

Government regulation: direct revaluation mechanism and, 686–91; profit-maximizing insurance and adverse selection, 675; toy problem and, 681–84

Green mail, profit maximization and, 725–26

Gresham’s law, 625

Grossman and Hart analysis of incomplete contracts and ownership, 758–59

Gross profit, 595–96; moral hazard and incentives and, 594–95

Gross return, risk aversion and, 86

Gross substitutes, finiteness of Walrasian equilibrium and, 215n.7

Guessed-at strategies, infinite horizon dynamic programming, 803–806

Hanging uncertainty, 114n.6

Harsanyi doctrine, 110–111; in extensive form game trees, 370–71; game of incomplete information and, 496–97

Hessian matrix, differentiable concave functions, 59–62

Hicks compensation, 58–59

Hicksian demand: conditional factor demands and cost functions, 250–51; defined, 53–54; expenditure function and, 54–56; Roy’s identity, 56–58; Slutsky equation and, 58–59

Hidden action. See Moral hazard

Hierarchical superior, in transaction, 751

Hierarchical transactions, 751

High-powered market incentives, 755–56

Holmstrom informativeness condition, 608

Homothetic preferences defined, 50

Hotelling’s lemma: firm’s cost maximization problem (FCMP), 252; profit function and, 245–47

Houthakker’s axiom of revealed preference, 27–30; asymmetric and negatively transitive preferences, 29–30

Human factors: bargaining costs and, 760–61; in transaction cost economics, 744–47

Hyperrationality of consumers, securities and spot markets, 221–22

“Idiosyncratic component,” firm as behavioral entity
and, 731–32
Imitation routines, theories of the firm, 723
Imperfect competition: Bertrand equilibrium, 330–35; classic duopoly models, 325–40; consistency of conjectures at equilibrium, 329–30; correctness of duopoly models, 338–40; Cournot equilibrium, 326–28; differentiated commodities, 342–43; entry and exit barriers, 341–42; kinked demand, 335–37; monopolistic, 310–11, 343–46; in oligopoly, 341; research and development in, 343; Von Stackelberg equilibrium, 328–29
Implementable design, defined, 702
Implicit collusion. See Collusion
Incentive constraint: high-risk consumer and (IHF), 668–74; low-risk consumer and (IL), 668–74; of risk averse agents, 585
Incentives: for appropriate decisions, 609–610; case of two outcomes, 600–603; contextual applications, 613–14; defined, 577; effort incentives, 579–85; ex ante and ex post, in transaction cost economics, 767–68; finite actions and outcomes, 586–604; human factors in transaction cost economics, 746–47; market signaling as, 629; monitoring and enforcement of, 579; monotone-likeliness ratio property, 595–96; multiperiod, 611–13; profit maximization and, 726–27; strict concavity of optimal schemes, 597–98; tournaments and, 610–11; unified governance and, 755–56
Income: expansion paths, defined, 49–50; induced preferences for, 87–91; Marshallian demand, 38
Incomplete contracts, ownership and, 757–59
Incomplete information: bibliographic notes on, 544; bilateral bargaining models and, 568–70; reputation and, 536–43; revelation principle and; mechanism design, 692–94; Spence’s job market signaling model and, 645–49
Independence axiom, 103–104
Indeterminacy, bilateral bargaining and, 552–54
Indifference class of consumption bundles, 32–33
Indifference curves, consumer’s: defined, 17–18; existence and Walrasian equilibrium, 208–209; defined, 17–18; game theory and job market signaling model, 648–49; high-risk vs. low-risk consumers, 664–67; profit-maximizing insurance contracts and adverse selection, 663–64; wage-education utility functions, 630–31
Indifferences: pathways of, 22; probability distributions, 75; uncertain future tastes and, 143; weak preference and, 22–24
Indirect utility function, 45–46; first-order conditions for consumer problems (CP), 52; Marshallian demand and, 57–58
Individual behavior, firms and reputation, 767
Individual rationality, of risk averse agents, 585
Induced preferences, for income, 87–91
Industry supply: by firms, in perfect competition, 267; fluctuations in and partial equilibrium analysis, 280–81
<table>
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<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inefficiencies, in unified governance</td>
<td>755–56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inelastic demand, in monopolies</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-equilibrium, sub-game perfection</td>
<td>422–25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash equilibria refinement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior goods: comparative statics</td>
<td>61; defined, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite dimensional matrix, dynamic programming and, 809n.f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite horizon: bargaining, dynamic programming and, 138–39, 801–806, equilibrium outcomes in repeated games, 507–512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite players and/or actions, extensive form game trees and, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite repetition, implicit collusion and, 527–29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence costs, ex ante and ex post incentives and, 768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information efficiency, transactional cost economics and, 762n.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information economics: moral hazards and, 577; terminology, 578n.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information set: extensive form game trees and, 361–63, 367–39; game of complete and perfect information, 400–402; precedence and, 372–73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial nodes, in extensive form game trees, 364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input requirement sets, neoclassical firm models, 236–38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional framework, in microeconomic theory, 3, 5–6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance: credibility and, 677–79; demand for, 97n.j; market models for, 630; moral hazard and adverse selection in, 676; “most favored policyholder contracts,” 678n.4; profit-maximization contracts with adverse selection, 661–74; quality guarantees and market signaling, 629n.2; uncertainty and demand for, 91–93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrability, Marshallian demand and, 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Intensity of preference,” social choice rules and, 180–81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interacting parties, optimal contract design for, 680–703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate value theorem, existence and Walrasian equilibrium, 207–210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition, constrained optimization and, 782–88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive criterion, defined, 437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse demand function, monopoly and, 299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrationality: modeling of, 480–89; multiple forms of, 482–83; reputation and incomplete information, 541–43. See also Rationality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irreflexivity of preferences, 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant alternatives' independence, Arrow’s possibility theorem and, 177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso-profit curves: Cournot equilibrium, 326–27; profit-maximizing insurance contracts and adverse selection, 664–65; profit functions and, 240–41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso-quant: neoclassical firm models, 236–38; y-output, 238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterated dominance: game of complete and perfect information, 400–401; for normal form games, 393–99; rationality and, 396–97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterated weak dominance: bibliographic notes, 449; as Nash equilibria refinement, 421–25; trembling-hand perfection and, 440–41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job market signaling, 630, 632–38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint probability, Spence’s job market signaling model, 633n.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kakutani’s fixed point theorem, 212–13
Kinked demand: in duopoly models, 335–37; implicit collusion and, 524–25; marginal revenue and, 336–37; reaction curves for, 336–37
Knife-edge case, reputation and incomplete information, 540
Kuhn’s theorem: behaviorally mixed strategies and, 383–84; mixed game strategy and, 380–84; perfect recall and, 374–75
Laboratory testing, role of, in microeconomic theory, 7–8
Lagrange multiplier: constrained optimization, 776–78; continuous actions and, 607–608; Hickson demand function, 55–56
Lange-Lerner controversy and transaction cost economics, 755n.11
Learned behavior, noncooperative game theory and, 413–14
Leasing contracts, effort incentives and, 579
“Level of utility” concept, 32
Limited rationality and choice models, 119
Linear demand, nonnegativity of, 275n.5
Linear prices: Marshallian demand, 38; perfect competition and, 264
Linear utility functions, firms and reputation, 765–66
Local insatiability: demand data and, 43–44; dual consumer problem and, 48; first-order conditions for consumer problems (CP), 52; indirect utility function, 45–46; Pareto efficient allocation of social endowment, 199n.4, 200–202; of preferences, 33–34; pure exchange and price equilibrium, 188; satiety in single commodity, 34n.1; Walrasian equilibrium and, 191; Walras’ law with equality and, 41
Local oligopoly, 345–46
Local uniqueness: limits of game theory and, 530; Walrasian equilibrium and, 214–16, 291–92
Long-run average cost (LRAC) function, 273–79
Long-run cost curves, 256–58
Long-run equilibrium: perfectly competitive market, 272–73; zero profits and, 273–79
Lotteries: complementary probability of, 78–79; utility theory, 72–73; von-Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility, 77
Low-powered internal incentives, 755–56
Luxury good: comparative statics, 61; defined, 50
Majority rule and variations, Arrow’s possibility theorem and, 175
“Make no choice” element, revealed preference and, 28
Managerial compensation, salary vs. prestige, 730
Managerial models of the firm, 723
Managerial theories of firm: bibliographic notes, 740; maximizing entity concept and, 730; models of, 723
Marginal costs: Bertrand equilibrium and, 334–35; equals marginal revenue, in monopolies, 300; monopoly selling to monopolies example, 310–11; in perfect competition, 269; short- and intermediate-run totals, 270–71
Marginal factor cost: bilateral monopoly, 551; profit function and, 242
Marginal probability, Spence’s job market
signaling model, 63n.6

“Marginal rate of substitution”: for individuals, 167; nonlinear pricing and monopolies, 307–308

Marginal rates of technical substitution, 167

Marginal revenue curve: in kinked demand, 336–37; monopolies and, 300–302, 310–11; profit function and, 242

Marginal utility of consumption, risk assets and, 97–98

“Market bundle” of goods, states of nature and, 102n.5

Market category of firms, 739, 753–55

Market demand, uncertainty and, 87–98

Marketing mechanisms, Bertrand equilibrium and, 333–35; profit-maximization insurance contracts and adverse selection, 669–74

Market leadership, reputational equilibrium and, 533–35

Market models, Walrasian equilibrium and, 196–98

Market power, transaction cost economics and, 752

Market screening, 651

Market signaling, 577

anticipatory equilibrium, 644–45; applications of, 651–52; bibliographic notes on, 651; equilibrium cases for, 647–48; game theory and, 645–50, 651–52; reactive equilibrium, 644; signaling quality of, 629–45; Spence’s job marketing signaling, 632–38

Market testing, role of, in microeconomic theory, 8

Markov decision problem and dynamic programming, 806–13

Marshallian demand: comparative statics and, 60–62; consumer’s problem, 38–41; defined, 18; with derivatives, 51–62; differentiable concave functions, 59–62; expenditure function, 54–56; first-order conditions for (CP), 51–53; Hicksian demand function and, 53–56; indirect utility function, 57–58; induced preferences for income, 88; integrability, 62; Roy’s identity, 56–58; Slutsky equation and, 58–59; without derivatives, 37–50

“Matching pennies” game, 407

Mathematical modeling: of transaction cost economics, 756–68; bibliographic notes on, 769

Maximum likelihood estimation, noisy observables in repeated games, 516

Maximization of profits. See Profit maximization

Maximizing entity, firm as, 729–30

Mean-variance driven preferences, 98

Mechanism design: bibliographic notes on, 713–14; incentives and, 577; optimal direct revelation mechanisms, 684–91; pivot mechanism, 704–12; profit-maximization insurance contracts and adverse selection, 668–74; revelation principle and, 661–713; toy problem for optimal contract design, 682–84

Menu of contracts: game theory and, 650; for noninteractive parties, with nonlinear prices, 679–80; worker self-selection model, 638–43

Microeconomic theory: actors in, 3–4; behavior in, 4–5; equilibrium analysis, 6–7; institutional framework for, 5–6; organization and structure of, 12–14;
Monopoly: bargaining power of, 771; bibliographic notes on, 317–18; bilateral, 314n.5, 551; Coase conjecture, 315–17; durable goods, 315–17; entry deterrence and games of incomplete information, 468–80; equilibrium in, 343–46; extending, 305; maintenance of, 302–304; multigood, 304–305; nonlinear pricing for, 306–314; optimal scale of, 301; partial equilibrium analysis and, 281n.6; power of, 314–17; research and development in, 343; selling to monopolies example, 309–14; standard theory of, 299–302

Monopsony, defined, 551

Monotonicity: Marshallian demand and, 40n.1; of preferences, 33–34; wage-education utility function, 630–31

Monotonicity-likelihood ratio property, 595–96

Monte Carlo simulator, search routines and, 735–36

Moral hazard: adverse selection and, 629, 675; basic concepts and, 577–79; bibliographic notes on, 608–14; contextual applications, 613–14; continuous actions — a first-order approach, 604–608; defined, 577; effort incentives and, 579–85; finitely many actions and outcomes, 586–604; human factors in transaction cost economics, 746–47; interaction incentives, 613; multiperiod incentives, 611–12; multiple agents and principles, 610–11; optimal contract design and, 703

More-than-two-player games, dominance in, 397n.b

"Most favored customer" guarantees, in monopolies, 316–17

Multigood monopoly, 304–305

Multiperiod incentives, 611–13

Multiple equilibria: bargaining and, 772; revelation principle and mechanism design, 697–700

Multipliers in constrained optimization, 776–78, 782

Multiproduct firms, cost functions in, 255n.1

Myerson's properness criterion, 442–43; Nash equilibrium refinements and, 489–97
Nash bargaining solution, 180–81
Nash social choice rules, 180–81
Nature nodes: in extensive form game trees, 360–64; precedence of, 362–63; Savage theory and, 99–100; uncertainty and, 98–111
Necessary conditions, Nash equilibrium and noncooperative game theory, 404–405
Necessary good: comparative statics, 61; defined, 50
Negatively transitive
strict preference, utility functions of, 30–32
Negative semi-definite Hessian matrix, 60
Negative transitivity: of preferences, 21–22; social choice rule and, 176; social outcomes and, 157–58; uncertain future tastes and, 142–43; weak preference and indifference, 23–24
Negotiation, bilateral bargaining and, 552–53
Nelson and Winter behavioral models, 738–39
Neoclassical contract- ing, 750–51
Neoclassical theory, firms in: bibliographic notes, 740; as behavioral entity, 736–39; competitive firms and profits, 239–40, 242–47; cost functions and -runs, 255–58; input requirements and iso-quants, 236–38; intermediate micro analysis, 240–42; production functions, 238–39; production possibility set, 234–36; from profit and cost functions to technology sets, 253–55; profit function, 239–50; technological capability models, 234–39; testable restrictions for, 247–50
Nesting property, input requirement sets, 238
Netput vectors, production possibility set, 234–36
Net trade, 195
“Next-to-final” node, game of complete and perfect information, 400–402
Nice direct revelation mechanism, 688–91, 697–700
Nodes, in extensive form game trees, 363
No-entry theories, oligopolies and, 342
Noise: implicit collusion and, 526–29; reputational equilibria and market price, 535–36
Noisy observables: implicit collusion and, 527–29; in repeated play, 515–23; reputation and, 533
Noncomparability of preferences, 23–24
Nondecreasing preferences, Walrasian equilibrium and, 191n.a
Nondecreasing returns to scale, 236, 238
Nondecreasing risk aversion, 85
Nondecreasing utility functions, 33
Nonemptiness, revealed preference and, 27–28
Nonequilibrium: game of incomplete information and, 476–77; Rothschild and Stiglitz model, 644; Spence’s job market signaling model, 635–36; worker self-selection and menu of contracts model, 643
Nonincreasing returns to scale: production functions, 238; production possibility set, 235–36
Nonincreasing risk aversion, 85
Noninteracting parties, contract design for, 679–80
Nonlinear prices: optimal contract design for noninteracting parties, 679–80; perfect competition and, 265; monopolies and, 306–314
Nonnegative numbers, 31n.3
Nonnegativity: constrained optimization and, 786–88; decision variables with dynamic choice, 137n.b; direct revelation mechanism, 685–86, 687–88; dynamic choice and, 138–39; expected utility of wages, 588–89; of linear demand, 275n.5; local insatiability and Marshallian demand,
41n.m; marginal rates of substitution, 167n.j; of multipliers, in constrained optimization, 779; optimal dynamic strategy for choice, 134–36; Walrasian equilibrium of firms, 285–86
Nonstories, Nash equilibrium and, 416–17
Normal cumulants, sophisticated and efficient equilibria in repeated games and, 522–23
Normal distribution, noisy observables and, 515–16
Normal form games: backwards induction and, 399–400; bibliographic notes on, 384; dominance and iterated dominance in, 393–99; dominance solvability in, 394–96; form for, 379; mixed strategies and Kuhn’s theorem, 380–84; Nash equilibrium and, 402–406; structure of, 355–56, 376–80; trembling-hand perfection and, 439–41
Normal good, comparative statics and, 61; defined, 49
Normal random variables, trigger equilibria and, 517–21
Numerical representation: benevolent social dictator model, 158–59; of consumer preference, 30–32; continuous, 36; von-Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility, 76–77
Objective probability distribution, 73; utility theory and, 71
Objective reality, in extensive form game trees, 369n.d
Oil tanker shipping industry: in perfectly competitive market, 265n.1; supply runs and, 272n.b
Oligopolies: differentiated commodities, 342–43; duopoly and, 341; implicit collusion in, 524–31; local, 345–46; nonlinear pricing and, 306
“One-stage lottery,” complementary probability of, 79–80
One-to-one function, in extensive form
game trees, 367
Onto function, in extensive form game trees, 367
Opportunistic behavior: mathematical models of, 757; transaction cost analysis, 744–47, 761–64
Opportunity set: and behavioral theories of firm, 734–39; dynamic choice and, 139
Optimal decisions, contingent, with dynamic programming, 792–96
Optimal direct revelation mechanisms,
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684–91
Optimal dynamic strategy: defined, 133; and dynamic choice, 133–39

Optimal scale of monopoly, 301
Optimal search models, 578
Optimal stopping problem, 796–801
Optimal strategies, 785–86; dynamic programming and, 809–810; social outcomes and, 153–56; trembling-hand perfection and, 439–40
Optimal value: dynamic programming and, 809–810; monopoly example of nonlinear pricing, 310–11
Optimization theory: constrained, 775–89; continuous actions and, 607–608; finite horizon dynamic programming, 799; multiperiod incentives, 611–13; noisy implicit collusion and, 528
Organizational design, and multiperiod incentives, 613
Outcome, mechanism design and, 701–702
Out-of-equilibrium concept: game of incomplete information and, 489–97; Nash equilibria weak dominance refinement and, 419–21; pooling equilibrium and, 478n.3; repeated games and, 513; restrictions on, 432–37; Spence’s job market signaling model and, 646–49; subgame perfection Nash equilibria refinement, 422–25
Outside options, Rubinstein’s model of bilateral bargaining, 562
Overinsurance: moral hazard and adverse selection, 676n.3; profit-maximization insurance contracts and adverse selection, 671–72
Own price effects, defined, 49

Pareto efficiency: Arrow’s possibility theorem and, 175, 177–81; concavity and, 161–62, 200–202; Edgeworth box and, 155–56; endowment and, 199–200; general equilibrium and, 286–87; incomplete information bilateral bargaining, 568–70; nonnegative weights and, 161; pure exchange and price equilibrium, 188–89; Rubinstein’s model of bilateral bargaining, 561; separating hyperplane theorem, 162–64; social outcomes and, 153–56; social welfare functionals, 160–62; syndicate theory and, 170–74; transaction cost economics and, 755n.11; utility imputations, 154; Walrasian equilibrium and, 199–202; welfare theorems and, 286–87
Pareto frontier: defined, 154; Edgeworth box and, 156; Rubinstein’s model of bilateral bargaining, 561; utility imputations, 154–55
Pareto incomparability, 153–54
Pareto inferiority, 153–54
Pareto optimal outcome, pivot mechanism and, 712
Pareto superiority: benevolent social dictator model, 158; convexity of social outcomes and, 158n.9; externalities of Walrasian equilibrium, 204–205; social outcomes and, 153–54

Partial equilibrium analysis: bibliographic notes, 292–93; competitive firm and perfect competition, 263–64; game theory and, 530; limits of, 279–83; power of, 278–79
"Partial solutions," game of incomplete information refinements and, 495–96

Participation con-
Index

Preference bargaining, 358

Perfect Bayes equilibrium, defined, 431–32

Perfect competition: demand curves and, 266–67; long run, 271–79; market conditions for, 264–67; runs and, 267–79; short and intermediate runs, 267–71; theory of, 10

Perfection, failure of, 443

Perfect recall, extensive form games and, 373–75

Pivot mechanism, 704–12

Planning, welfare the-

orems for general equilibrium economy, 286–87

Players, in extensive form games, 363

Poison-pill provisions, profit maximization and, 725–26

Poker games, focal equilibria in bilateral bargaining and, 555–56

Pooling equilibrium: destruction of, in menu of contracts, 640–41; game of incomplete information and, 477–78; job market signaling model, 633–38, 648–49

Portfolio effects, consumer choice models and, 112–13

“Positive economics” defense, choice models and, 119

Positive social responsiveness, 174–75

Precedence: in extensive form game trees, 363; information sets and, 372–73; perfect recall and, 375

Predecessors, in extensive form game trees, 364–66

Preference maximization: aggregate demand and, 63; consumer choice and demand, 44–45

Preferences: Anscombe and Aumann theory, 105–110; Arrow’s possibility theorem and, 175;

asymmetric, 19–21; axioms for, 74–76; basic relation of, 19–22; as behavior, in microeconomic theory, 4–5; from choice to, 26–30; to choice from, 24–26; continuity with benevolent social dictator model, 158n.6; dynamic choice and, 139–40; GARP and, 41–45; incomparability of, 23; interpersonal comparisons of intensity, 180–81; Marshallian demand and, 39–40; monotonicity and local insatiability of, 33–34; negatively transitive, 21–22; optimal dynamic strategy for choice, 133–36; properties for consumption bundles, 32–37; representation of, 76–81; social outcomes and, 157–58; theory of, 18–37. See also Strict preference; Weak preference; Indifference

Preplay negotiation: Nash equilibria weak dominance refinement and, 419n.18; “obvious way to play” strategy, 411–12

Prestige, as maximization incentive, 730

Prices: in Cournot equilibrium, 328; dual consumer

Principal: effort incentives and, 579–80; multiple, 610–11

Principle of optimality, 798–801

Prisoner’s dilemma game: folk theorem and, 505–515; repeated play in, 503–504

Private goods, social provision of, 165–67

Prizes (outcomes), utility theory and, 72–73

Probability: in decision trees, 359n.a; dynamic choice and, 137n.1; incomplete information bilateral bargaining and, 568n.4; mixed strategies in non-cooperative games and, 408; modeling irrationality and, 482–89; Nash equilibria weak dominance refinement and, 419–21; noisy observables and, 515n.g; subjective, 98–111

Probability distribution: Anscombe and Aumann theory, 105–110; defined, 72–74; in extensive form game trees, 370–71; induced preferences for income, 87–91; limits of normal support, 73, 79–80; randomization in extensive form games, 382–83; simple, 72–74; states of nature and, 102n.k; Spence’s job market signaling model, 633n.a; temporal resolution of uncertainty and, 113–15

Production: changes in firm’s routine, 734–35; duopoly models and, 447–48; firm as behavioral entity and, 731–39; neoclassical firm models, 238–39; short-run and long-run routines, 734–35; technology, maintaining monopolies with, 302–304; theories of the firm and, 723; Walrasian equilibrium and, 194

Production possibility set in neoclassical firm models, 234–36

Product variety, multi-good monopolies and, 304–305

Profit function: competitive firms and, 239–40, 242–47; derivative property (Hotelling’s Lemma), 245–47; iso-profit curves, 240–41; marginal revenue product, 242; neoclassical firm models, 239–50; properties of, 244–47; technology sets and, 253–55; testable restrictions, 247–50; value of marginal profit, 241–42

Profit maximization: behavioral theories of firm and, 4, 734–39; bibliographic notes, 740; firm theory and, 240–47, 724–29; graphical analysis of, 672–74; incentive constraints and, 589; insurance contracts with
Index

adverse selection, 661–74; syndicate theory and Pareto efficiency, 171n.1
Proper equilibria: noncooperative game theory and, 442–43
Properness concept, 442–43
Proper subgame, defined, 423. See also Subgame perfection
Public goods, social provision of, 168–69
Punishment: implicit collusion and noise and, 527–29; noisy observables in repeated games, 516; in repeated games, 509–10, 521–23; trigger equilibria, 517–21
Pure exchange: defined, 187; price equilibrium and, 187–92
Pure strategies: in extensive form games, 381; in noncooperative games, 408
Purification theorems, finite strategy games and, 410
Quality, in Akerlof’s market for lemons model, 627; reputation and, 531–36; of transactions, 747–49
Quantity: Bertrand equilibrium and, 333–35; correctness of duopoly models and, 339–40; in Cournot equilibrium, 327–28; duopoly models and, 447; role in maintaining monopolies, 303–304
Quasi-concave functions: first-order conditions for, 52; preference and, 35–36
Quasi-convex function: indirect utility function, 46; preference and, 35; social provision of private goods, 166–67
Randomization: extensive form games, 382–83; mechanism design and revelation principle, 691n.d; mixed strategies in noncooperative games and, 408–409; reputation and incomplete information, 541
“Randomly selected” exchange economy, finiteness of Walrasian equilibrium and, 214–16
“Random meetings” marketplace, Walrasian equilibrium and, 197–98
Random variables, 75n.a
Ratchet effect: ex ante and ex post incentives, in transaction cost economics, 768; multiperiod incentives, 612–13
Rationality: backwards induction and, 402; bargaining costs and, 760–61; dominance in normal form games and, 395–96; dominance solvability and, 398–99; as human factor in transaction cost economics, 745–47; iterated dominance in normal form games, 396–97; Nash equilibrium and noncooperative game theory, 402–403; noncooperative games populations, 387–88; sequential, 427–32
Rationing supply, perfect competition and, 266n.a
Ratio of marginal utilities and prices, 52–53
Rawlsian social welfare functional, 160
Reaction function: Bertrand equilibrium, 331–32; Cournot equilibrium, 326–28; in kinked demand, 336–37
Reactive equilibrium: game theory and, 649–50; model for market signaling, 644–45
Real estate transactions, as classical contracting, 750n.6, 752
Recursive equation: dynamic programming and, 808; optimal value function, 810
Reduced form solution
Index

Market signaling and, 652; noisy observables, 515–23, 526–29; oligopoly and, 524–31; out-of-equilibrium threats, 513; prisoner’s dilemma, 503–504; reputation and, 531–36; revelation principle and mechanism design, 696–97; sophisticated and efficient equilibria and, 521–23; too many equilibrium outcomes in, 507–512; transaction cost analysis, 761–64; trigger equilibrium and, 517–21

Representation:
Ansmombe and Aumann theory, 103–110; in extensive form games, 360–63; of preferences, 76–81; Savage’s sure thing principle, 103–104; Savage theory of choice and, 100–102

Reputation: adverse selection and, 629n.1; bibliographic notes on, 769; equilibria in, 533; firms and, 764–67; incomplete information and, 536–43; repeated games and, 531–36; transactional cost economics and, 762

Resale of goods and services: Bertrand equilibrium and, 333–35; perfect competition and, 265

Research and development, in oligopolies, 343

Reservation level of utility, in agent, 580

Response speeds, Rubinstein’s model of bilateral bargaining, 562

Retailing industries: demand in, 310–11; monopolistic competition in, 345

Revealed preference: from demand data, 42–43; dynamic choice and, 140–41; Houthakker’s axiom of, 27–30. See also Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference (GARP)

Revelation mechanisms, optimal direct, 684–91

Revelation principle: dominant strategy mechanisms and, 700; Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, 712–13; implementation and, 703; incentives and, 577; mechanism design and, 661–713

Revenues: elasticity of, in monopolies, 300

Rigid rules, extensive form game trees and, 375–76

Riley and Wilson game theory, 649–50, 644–45

Risk aversion: absolute and relative, 84–87; agent for, 583–85, 590–93; at...
least and at-most-as-risk averse consumers, 86; demand for financial assets and, 95–96; in finite actions and outcomes, 586–87; incomplete information bilateral bargaining, 568n.4; optimal insurance contracts for non-interacting parties, 679n.5; profit-maximizing insurance contracts and adverse selection, 662; syndicate theory and, 172–74; utility theory and, 82–83

“Riskier than” concept, risk aversion and, 83

Riskless assets, demand for, 93

Risk neutrality: agent for, 582–83; consumer, defined, 82; direct revelation mechanism, 688–89; effort incentives and, 582; financial assets and, 94–95; in finite actions and outcomes, 587; insurance and, 92n.2; participation constraint and, 591n.4; specialization of, 593–95; syndicate theory and, 172–74

Risk premium, defined, 84–85

Risk-seeking consumer, defined, 82

Risky assets: demand for, 93; multiples of, 96–97

Rosenthal’s centipede game, 401–402; with definite finite horizon, 514–15; reputation and incomplete information, 537–39, 541

Rothschild and Stiglitz’ model of an insurance market, 630; game theory and, 649; worker self-selection model, 638–43

Roy’s identity: firm’s cost maximization problem (FCMP), 252; Hicksian demand, 56–58

Rubinstein’s model of bilateral bargaining, 556–65; basic result, with proofs, 557–60; dominance solvability and, 398n.6; incomplete information, 568–70; general issue bargaining, 560–61; results of, 563–65; variations, 561–63

Runs, perfect competition and, 267–79

Savage’s sure thing principle, 103–104

Savage theory of choice: Ellsberg paradox, 117–18; representation and weaker alternative, 100–102; states of nature and, 99–100

Scope of economic models, importance of, 10–11

Screening equilibrium, game of incomplete information and, 478–80

Search routines: long-run routine for, 734–35; theories of the firm, 723

Securities, Arrow–Debreu contingent claim and, 220–23

Self-interest: inefficiencies in unified governance, 756n.12; vs. opportunism, in transaction cost economics, 745–47

Self-selection condition: menu of contracts and, 638–43; Spence’s job market signaling model, 633–34

Semi-strict convexity of preferences, 34; Marshallian demand and, 40n.1

Semi-strictly quasi-concave function and preference, 35

Separating equilibrium: market signaling and, 648; as only possibility in menu of contracts model, 641–43; Spence’s job market signaling model, 633–38

Separating hyperplane theorem, 162–64; dominance in non-cooperative game theory and, 397n.b; Pareto efficient allocation of social endowment, 201–202; trembling-hand perfection and, 439n.g
Sequence: in extensive form game trees, 362–63; information sets in extensive form game trees, 368
Sequential equilibrium: Bayes’ rule and, 476–77; Cournot subgame given entrant’s beliefs, 474–76; entry decision given entrant’s beliefs, 476; games of incomplete information and, 472–73, 491–94, 538–39; knife-edge case, 540; market signaling and, 648; as Nash equilibrium refinement, 425–32; out-of-equilibrium beliefs and, 432; pooling equilibrium and, 478n.3; reputation and, 538–39; signaling games and, 435–36; trembling-hand perfection and, 441
Sequential rationality, 427–32
Service industries, monopolistic competition in, 345
“Set-valued” solution concept, 443
Shareholders behavior, profit maximization and, 726–28
Shepard’s Lemma: firm’s cost maximization problem (FCMP), 252–53; profit function in neoclassical firm models, 241n.b
Short-run cost curves, 256–58; transaction cost economics and, 759–61
Short-selling, demand for assets and, 93–94
Shut down ability of neoclassical firm models, 235
Signaling: quality of, in market signaling, 629–45; Spence’s job market model, 632–38
Signaling games: out-of-equilibrium beliefs and, 435–36
Simple majority rule, Arrow’s possibility theorem and, 175
Simplex algorithm, direct revelation mechanism, 686
Simultaneous move games, extensive form game trees and, 371–72
Simultaneous offers, bilateral bargaining and, 552–54
“Single-crossing” condition, 631; profit-maximizing insurance contracts and adverse selection, 664
Single-party optimal contract design, 661–79; credibility problem, 677–79; profit-maximizing insurance contracts with adverse selection, 661–74; variations, extensions and complications, 674–77
Sleeping patents, multigood monopolies and, 304–305
Slutsky equation, 58–59; aggregate demand and, 63; comparative statics, 61–62; Giffen good and, 61; Hessian matrix, 61; Marshallian and Hicksian demand connection and, 58–59
Social budget set, aggregate demand and, 63
Social choice rule: Arrow’s possibility theorem, 174–81; bibliographic notes on, 181; defined, 149, 174–75; interpersonal comparisons of preference intensity, 180–81; universal domain property, 176–78
Social endowment: defined, 151; Pareto efficient allocation with Walrasian equilibrium, 199–200; private goods and, 165–67; public and private goods, 168–69
Socially benevolent dictator, absence of, with Arrow’s possibility theorem, 177–78
“Social optimum,” pivot mechanism and, 711–712
Social outcome: commodity exchange and, 151–52; defined, 149; dicta-
tors and welfare functional, 156–64; Edgeworth box, 152–53; efficient characterization of, 164–74; Pareto efficiency and optimality, 153–56; partial ordering of, 153–54; proof of Arrow’s possibility theorem and, 178–81; syndicate theory and, 169–74; utility imputations, 150–51

Social welfare functionals: defined, 159; range of possible choices for, 160–64; social choice and efficiency theory, 156–64; weakness in normative choice, 164–65

Sophisticated choice with anticipated taste changes, 142

Specialization: case of two outcomes and, 600–603; moral hazards and incentives, 593–95

Spence’s job market signaling model, 630, 632–38; game theory and, 645–49

Split-the-dollar game: focal equilibria in bilateral bargaining and, 554–56; Rubinstein’s models and, 556–65


Stability concept, 442–43

Stable equilibrium, 442–43; market signaling and, 650

Stage game, folk theorem and, 506

State contingent commodity bundles (state contingent claims), 100

State enterprise as productive sector, Walrasian equilibrium and, 194n.b

Static choice, defined, 133. See also Comparative statics

Stationary Markov decision problems in dynamic programming, 806–13

Stationary strategies, dynamic programming and, 808

Strategic equivalent representation, sequential equilibrium and, 431–32

Strategic form games. See Normal form games

Strategic risk aversion, transaction cost economics and, 764

Strategies: dynamic programming and, 808–10; Nash equilibrium and noncooperative game theory, 403–404; out-of-equilibrium beliefs, 434; sequential equilibrium and, 427, 430–32; sophisticated and efficient equilibria in repeated games and, 521–23; strategic form games, 379–80

Stream of payoffs, expected/discounted value of, 506

Stream of rewards, folk theorem and, 505–506

Strict concavity of preferences, 35

Strict convexity of preferences, 34; comparative statics, 49n.9; concavity and, 35; local insatiability, 43–44; wage-education utility function, 630–31

Strict dominance, in normal form games, 394–95

Strict inequalities, moral hazard and incentives, 594n.c

Strictly increasing utility function, 33

Strictly mixed strategy, trembling-hand perfection and, 437–38

Strictly monotone preferences, 33

Strictly positive allocation, 31n.3; Pareto efficient allocation of social endowment, 200–202

Strictly quasi-concave function and preference, 35

Strictly quasi-convex function and preference, 35

Strictly risk averse concept, syndicate theory and, 172–73

Strict Pareto superiority, 153–54

Strict preference: ac-
ceptable alternatives
to, 25–26; asymmetric and and
negatively trans-
sitive, 23–24, 26,
74–76; axioms for,
74–76; GARP and,
43; pathways of,
22; uncertain fu-
ture tastes and, 143;
utility functions of,
30–32
Subgame perfection: bilateral bargain-
ing and, 553n.a;
defined, 423–24;
with definite finite horizon, 514–15;
duopoly models and, 448; folk the-
orem and, 506n.c;
game of in-
complete information re-
finements and, 491–94; as Nash equilibria refine-
ment, 421–25; punish-
ishment strategies and, 509–11; re-
putation and in-
complete information, 542n.k; Rubinstein’s model bilateral bar-
gaining, 557–60;
Spence’s job mar-
ket signaling model and, 646; trembling-
hand perfection and, 440–41; unim-
provable strategies and, 512; worker self-selection model and menu of con-
tracts, 649n.9. See also Unique sub-
game perfection Subjective expected utility, 102;
Anscôme and Au-
mann theory, 109
Subjective probability,
73, 110–111; states of nature and, 98–
111; utility theory and, 71
Subjective reality, in
extensive form
game trees, 369n.d
Subjective uncertainty, in
Ellsberg paradox, 117
Subject population, noncooperative
games and, 387–88
Substitute goods:
multigood monopo-
lies and, 304–305; role in maintaining
monopolies, 304
Substitutes, defined, 61
Substitution axiom, in
probability distributions, 75
Substitution terms matrix, comparative statics and, 60–61
Successive strict dom-
inance in normal form games, 395
Successors in extensive form game trees, 364–66
Supergame concept, folk theorem and, 506
Super-initial node, in extensive form game trees, 370–71
Supply: curve, in Ak-
erlof’s market for
lemons model, 627–
29; limits of game theory and, 530; and perfect com-
petition, 267–79; profit-maximizing
insurance contracts and adverse selec-
tion, 666; runs, ex-
amples of, 281–84;
technology sets and, 253–55
Syndicate theory, 169–
74; bibliographic notes, 181; state-
by-state sharing, 171–72
Take-it-or-leave-it offers: nonlinear pric-
ing and monopolies, 306–307; power of monopolies and, 314–17
Takeover mechanism: bibliographic notes on, 740; profit maxim-
ization and, 725–
26 “Tangible uncertainty,” 569–70
Tatonnement adjust-
ment process, 196
Taxes: effort incentives and, 579; general equilibrium with firms and, 288–91
Team theory, human factors in transac-
tion cost economics, 746–47
Technological con-
straints, profit maxi-
mization and, 4
Technology capability models of neoclas-
sical firms, 234–39; input requirement sets and iso-quants, 236–38 production
functions, 238–239; production pos-
sibility set, 234–
36; profit and cost
functions, 253–55
Temporary general
equilibrium, 216–23
Terminal nodes, in ex-
tensive form game
trees, 364
Terms of governance,
transaction cost eco-
nomics and, 749–51
Testable restrictions:
on consumer be-
havior, 4; on profit
function, 247–50
Test of dominated
messages, 436
Test of equilibrium
domination, 436–37
Theory building, pro-
cess of, 9–10
Theory of Games and
Economic Behavior, 76
Three-stage games,
market signaling
and, 650
Time, Walrasian equi-
lrium and, 216–23
“Tit-for-tat” strategy in
repeated games, 513
Total cost function:
monopoly and, 299,
311–12; nonlinear
pricing and, 307–
308
Tournaments, incen-
tives and, 610–11
Toy problem: bibli-
ographic notes on,
714; linear con-
straints and, 701–
703; optimal con-
tact design for,
681–84
Transaction cost eco-
nomics: bargaining
costs, 759–61; bibli-
ographic notes, 769;
deﬁned, 723–24; ex
ante versus ex post
incentives, 767–68;
and ﬁrms, 743–44,
753–55; game the-
ory and, 771–72;
governance provi-
sions and, 749–51,
755–56; human fac-
tors, 744–47; incom-
plete contracts and
ownership, 757–59;
markets and, 753–
55; matching gov-
ernance structures
to, 751–53; mathe-
matical models of,
756–68; qualities of
transactions, 747–49;
repeated play and,
761–64; reputation
and ﬁrms, 764–67
Transivity: of pre-
ferences, 21; weak
preference and in-
difference, 23–24
Trembling-hand per-
fection: game of
incomplete informa-
tion and, 494n.g;
noncooperative
game theory and,
437–41
Trigger equilibria: im-
plicit collusion and,
527–28; in repeated
games, 517–21; so-
plicated and ef-
ficient equilibria
in repeated games
and, 521–23
Trilateral relationships:
in auditing pro-
cedures, 763–64;
ﬁrms and reputa-
tion, 764n.f; transac-
tion cost economics,
750–51, 761–62
Truth game, 433–34;
games of incom-
plete information
and, 468
Truth-telling: direct
revelation mecha-
nism, 686–91; multi-
ple equilibria and
dominant strat-
ey implementation,
697–700; pivot
mechanism and,
707–710; revelation
principle and mecha-
nism design, 693–
97; in toy problem,
682–84, 701–703
Twice-continuously
differentiable func-
tion, 60
Two-by-two outcome
space: dynamic
choice and, 137n.1
Two-player games:
dominance in,
397n.b; zero sum
games, 401n.7
Uncertainty: Allais
paradox and, 116;
asymmetric pref-
ferences and, 19–
21; bibliographic
notes, 122–23; in
contracting, 752;
dominance solv-
ability and players’
rationality, 398–
99; dynamic choice
and, 136–39; Els-
berg paradox and,
116–17; empirical
evidence in simple
settings, 115–18; ex-
tensive form game
model of, 356–63;
extent of, and qual-
ity of transactions,
747–49; ﬁnancial
assets and, 93–98; firm as maximizing entity and, 730; framing and, 117–18; future consumer preferences and, 142–43; Harsanyi doctrine, 110–111; induced preferences for income, 88–89; insurance and, 91–93; limits of choice models under, 112–20; market demand applications, 87–98; modeling irrationality and, 482–89; Nash equilibria weak dominance refinement and, 419–21; normative applications of choice theory and, 120–22; player’s rationality and backwards induction, 402; precedence in decision trees and, 358–59; prices and induced preferences, 90–91; profit maximization and firm theory, 729; resolution tree for, 218–29; states of nature and subjective probability, 98–111; temporal resolution of, 113–15; theoretical problems with models, 112–15; validity of models in complex settings, 118–20; Walrasian equilibrium and, 193–94, 216–23

Uncertainty. See also Fair certainty concept

Unconstrained optimization, intuition and, 783–84

Undifferentiated goods: Bertrand equilibrium, 330–35; perfect competition and, 264

Unification of theory, process of, 9–10

Unified governance structure, 751

Unimprovable strategies: dynamic programming and, 812–13; infinite horizon dynamic programming, 801–806; repeated games and, 512; trigger equilibria and, 518–19

Uniqueness: in noncooperative game theory, 414–16; predecessors in extensive form game trees, 365–66; Rubinstein’s model of bilateral bargaining, 561; in subgame perfection; 563–65

Unit elasticity in monopolies, 300

Unit of probability, alternating offer bargaining, 567

Universal domain property, of social choice rule, 176

Universally divine equilibria, 437

Unlimited rationality, choice models, 119

Upper semi-continuous aggregate demand, 210; consumer preference, 40n.k

Utilitarian social welfare functional, 159

Utility function:

Anscombe and Aumann theory, 107–110 certainty equivalents and, 83–84; of consumer preferences, 4; dual consumer problem and, 47–48; dynamic programming and, 793n.1; Harsanyi doctrine, 110–111; indirect, 45–46, 57–58; induced preferences for income, 88–89; infinite horizon dynamic programming, 801–806; for money, 81–86; nonlinear pricing and, 306; pivot mechanism and, 704–705; of risk averse agents, 583–84; Rubinstein’s model bilateral bargaining, 561; “take or leave” provision in nonlinear pricing, 308; uncertainty and, 123; of wages and education, 630–31

Utility imputations of social outcomes, 150–51; Pareto efficiency and, 154; Pareto frontiers, 154–55

Utility representations of consumer preference, 30–32; expected, 76

“Valuation gaps,” in
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Akerlof's market for lemons model, 627
Value functions, dynamic programming and, 808-10
Value iteration, dynamic programming and, 811-12
Value of prizes, state of nature and, 102
Variable costs, as long- and short-run costs, 256-57
Vector of past consumption, finite horizon dynamic programming, 800-801
Von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility, 76-77; absolute and relative risk aversion, 84-87; agent's reservation level of utility, 580; Allais paradox, 116, 118; Anscombe and Aumann theory, 108-110; coefficient of risk aversion and, 85-86; defined, 71-72; demand for insurance and, 91-93; dynamic choice and, 136-39; empirical evidence in simple settings, 115-18; extensive form games and, 373n.3; financial assets and, 93-98; finite actions and outcomes, 586-87; finite horizon dynamic programming, 791-96; induced preferences for income, 87-91; preference axioms, 74-76; preference representation, 76-81; social choice rules and, 180-81; strategic form games, 378-79; structure of, 72-74; theoretical problems with, 111-15; validity in complex settings, 118-20
Von Stackelberg equilibrium: correctness of, 338-40; implicit collusion in oligopoly and, 525-26; limits of game theory and, 529; noncooperative game theory and, 444-49; reputational equilibria and, 535-36

Wage-education utility function: game theory and job market signaling model, 648-49; nonequilibrium levels, 635-36; pooling equilibrium, 637-38; Spence's job market signaling model, 633-35; worker self-selection and menu of contracts model, 641-43

Wages: basic marginal utility, 592-93; as effort incentives, 580-81; expected utility of, 588-89; riskless, 583-84
Wage-utility levels: in finite actions and

Outcomes, 587-88
Walrasian auctioneer, 195-96
Walrasian equilibrium: bibliographic notes on, 224; bilateral bargaining and, 570; convexity of Pareto efficient allocation, 200-202; defined, 190-92; Edgeworth box and, 190-92; efficiency of, 199-205; existence and, 206-213, 291-92; experimental evidence for, 198; externalities, 202-205; finiteness and local uniqueness, 214-16; in firms, 285-86, 291-92; nonexistence of, with demand correspondences, 210-11; Pareto efficient allocation of social endowment, 199-200; prices and, 193-98; time and uncertainty and, 216-23
Walras' law: aggregate demand and, 63; Marshallian demand, 41-42, 62

Weak dominance: backwards induction compared with, 399-400; mechanism design and, 702n.j; Nash equilibria refinement and, 418-21; in normal form game theory, 397-98; trembling-hand perfection and, 439-40
Weak preferences:
GARP and, 43; indifference and, 22–24; pathways of, 22; probability distributions, 75; uncertain future tastes and, 143

Weighted utilitarian social welfare functional, 159

Welfare economics: first theorem for, 199–200; second theorem for, 200–202

Welfare theorems: externalities, taxes and efficiency, 289–91; in general equilibrium economy, 286–88

Wilson anticipatory equilibrium model, 644–45

Worker-managed firm, as maximizing entity, 730

Worker self-selection model and menu of contracts, 638–43; game theory and, 649

y-output iso-quant, input requirement sets, 238

Zero-conditional-mean noise, risk aversion and, 83

“Zero illusion,” normative applications of choice theory and, 121–22

Zero prices: in monopolies, 300n.a; and zero revenue, 275n.5

Zero probability: modeling irrationality and, 487–88; sequential equilibrium and, 427

Zero profits: Bertrand equilibrium and, 333–35; long-run equilibrium and perfect competition, 273–79; reactive equilibrium and game theory, 650; revelation principle and mechanism design, 692n.g; Walrasian equilibrium economy and, 288; worker self-selection and menu of contracts, 633–34

Zero utility, Rubinstein’s model, and, 561

Zero weights, concavity and social welfare functionals, 160–62